as locomotor disorders, neurological disorders, etc., and republications of certain out-of-print, classical works with addenda by contemporary experts. The book being reviewed belongs to the latter category; it is a reprint of Archibald E. Garrod's 1908 Croonian Lectures, as printed by the Oxford University Press in 1909, with the addition of approximately 60 pages by Harry Harris on "The 'Inborn Errors' Today."
In the early 1890's Garrod became interested in urinary pigments, and, as Harris points out, he was almost certainly attracted to alkaptonuria by the characteristic color which it imparts to the urine. In 1897, when Garrod was first in contact with an alkaptonuric patient, the generally accepted theory was that the homogentisic acid excreted by alkaptonurics was produced by intestinal bacteria. Garrod examined the literature and his patients carefully and decided that the abnormality was congenital. However, his painstaking research brought him another far more dramatic discovery: the apparently normal parents of alkaptonurics were very often blood relations. He published this fact in 1901, one year after the rediscovery of Mendel's laws of heredity. Although Mendel's laws were far from being fully accepted, Garrod's paper luckily drew the attention of one of the earliest geneticists, William Bateson, who showed that the distribution of alkaptonuria was precisely that which would be expected were the abnormality determined by a rare, recessive Mendelian factor. By this time Garrod's interest was strong, and he searched out further examples of hereditary biochemical abnormalities. Albinism, cystinuria, and pentosuria presented themselves and these three plus alkaptonuria provided the basis for Inborn Errors of Metabolism.
As Harris points out (p. 120):
Garrod's achievement is particularly striking when viewed against the background of contemporary knowledge ... Human biochemistry was still in its infancy, and its application to medicine was not much more than a hope for the future. The four disorders which Garrod discussed in his book were regarded by medical people of the time as little other than quaint curiosities. They were suitable perhaps for exhibiting the diagnostic skill of the physician, or for baffling the candidate in higher medical examinations, but only the eccentric would have considered them as having any general significance. Garrod, therefore, showed singular insight in perceiving the wide biological interest of these conditions. The contribution he made by piecing together the fragmentary information at his disposal so as to arrive at concepts which were to foreshadow so many later developments in genetical, biochemical, and medical research can hardly be overestimated.
The reader is in luck here as both Garrod and Harris write interestingly and lucidly. Harris has done an excellent job of summarizing the vast and complex developments in human biochemical genetics since Garrod's time. And, although this book is not a substitute for a full-sized modern text, it is an excellent introduction for those students who like their current theories laced with historical perspective, and who enjoy having known an established fact when it was only a theory, or even just a shot in the dark.
